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I am a 22 year old industrial designer from Ohio, completing my 
second year of education at the Cleveland Institute of Art. I have 
been using Adobe products since the 8th grade and I have an 
extensive interest in technology, having been building computers for 
myself, friends, and acquaintances since early high school.

Design for me is about the experience, both in terms of ergonomics 
and in the positive experiences a good product can produce in daily 
life.

My personal interests largely involve both board games and video 
games. I love to learn how games are made, and what the design 
process is for creating intuitive and interesting rules and mechanics. In 
my free time I enjoy strategy games and modifying games I own with 
custom content.

josephaaronhollins@gmail.com
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Research Ideation Refinement Prototype

Redesign an existing product for a brand...
Research the product’s internal components.

Focusing on three initial brands, create brand profiles and 
ideations for each.

Choose the best design, and refine the design for that brand.

Create a prototype based on the final design.



External Hard Drive
Made from an SSD and an adapter.

By deconstructing an SSD we are left 
with a single part, unlike with standard 
HDD drives. 

Using this single chip and an adapter 
we end up with a great set of internal 
components for a simple working 
External Hard Drive.

By using an SSD and choosing the 
USB-c interface, we maintain significant 
speed in the end product.

Chosen Product



Brand Profile
Audio Technica designs technical audio and studio 
equipment for prosumers and professionals.

Use of aluminum and wood 
for a premium feeling.

Rounded, geometric design language giving a 
technical, professional sensibility.

Identified through matte black plastic, with 
aluminum or wood accents.

Ideation Sketches

Targeted at audio studios, sound technicians, 
and prosumers.



Brand Profile
National Geographic publishes nature magazines 
featuring high fidelity photography.

Use of black aluminum and nylon 
for durability in the outdoors.

Squared, compact design language mirroring 
the logo and encouraging portability.

Identified through the iconic yellow rectangle, 
matching the brand.

Ideation Sketches

Targeted at both professional or aspiring 
wildlife photographers.



Brand Profile
Nvidia designs and manufacures graphics cards 
for both comsumer and professional computing.

Use of green lighting and brushed 
aluminum for a high-tech appeal.

Geometric, angular design language giving a 
fast, powerful feeling.

Identified through glossy black plastic, with 
green lighting and aluminum trim.

Ideation Sketches

Targeted at consumers engaged in the video 
game industry, or professional visual artists.

Chosen Design





Prototype
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Design a personal food carrier for an individual user...
Interview a user about their needs

Ideate for the user

Refine and prototype the final design

Research Ideation Refinement Prototype



Dana
User Profile

Interview
Used to pack a lunch
No longer has time to pack
Likes technology
Owns modular tupperware

Deliverables
Quick and easy
Unique or modern design
Modular functionality
Tech oriented







Prototype
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Redesign a product and solve its ergonomic problems
Review a product and determine its ergonomic parts

Create an ergonomic test to determine user preferences

Ideate using models from the test

Refine the chosen ideation

Construct a prototype of the final deisgn

Research Ideation Refinement Prototype



Testing Parameters
Determine target cookware parameters such 
as common pot size, favorite brands, common 
foods, and average pouring speeds.

Test potential handles and strainer mesh 
designs to determine the post functional 
and aesthetically popular models.

Test physical models on home cooks, and 
conduct a general survey of to find common 
pot parameters and preferences.



Initial Concepts
The pot strainer can be split into two ergonomic areas.

1. The handle, or interface between user and strainer.

2. The strainer itself, the mesh the water flows through.



Testing Method
Participants were asked a variety of questions 
about the way they cook at home.

Based on these common metrics, a more generalist 
design can be ideated.

Each mesh must pass the average pouring speed 
without overflowing or taking too long.

Each mesh must successfully strain common foods.

The most popular brand can be used to stylize the 
final design.



Testing Results Common Pot Size

8.0in
Common Hand Size

50%
Favorite Brand

IKEA
Average Pour Speed

10.7oz/s
Common Food Strained
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Most Popular Strainers



Ideal Design
When made of a flexible material, handle C 
becomes the most functional and popular handle.

The diagonal mesh passed the stress test and was 
the most popular mesh.

This makes the ideal combination Handle C with a 
Diagonal Mesh



Market Research
Inspiration
IKEA design inspiration
Geometric, Squared design language
Utilitarian with a splash of color or contrast

Audience
Users are home cooks
Access to consumer cooking tools
Wide age range, 18-60 at least

Competitors
Mostly silicone or stainless steel
Most either use clips or need an extra hand
Some put hands too close to water or steam



Design Brief
Design should be utilitarian with a splash of color for a 
modern kitchen environment

It should suit a home kitchen’s utensils

Using a diagonal mesh pattern

Handle should be flexible to suit a variety of pots

Must not conduct heat

Stainless steel or plated body

Bright colored flexible silicone handle



Ideation Sketches





Prototype Process


